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Abstract
The approach of Alchourrón, Gärdenfors and Makinson to belief contraction is treated algebraically. This is then used to give
an algebraic treatment of nonmonotonic entailment in the context of a belief set. The algebra used is a preboolean algebra whose
elements are sets of sentences and whose order relation is restricted entailment. Under plausible assumptions restricted entailment
is computable. It can also be shown that ordinary entailment can be retrieved from the family of entailments with finite restrictions.
Nonmonotonic closure or consequence C, defined algebraically, satisfies inclusion, supraclassicality and distribution, but satisfac-
tion of idempotency and cumulativity depend on certain conditions being fulfilled. Casting the notions of belief contraction and
nonmonotonic entailment in algebraic formalism facilitates the understanding and analysis of these ideas. For example, necessary
and sufficient conditions are given for nonmonotonic closure to be equal to ordinary closure: C = Cn.
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1. Introduction
This paper is about an algebraic approach to belief revision (in the form of belief contraction) and nonmonotonic
entailment. An advantage of the algebraic approach is that defined notions are made explicit in algebraic notation and
so their structure can be examined and insight gained. The algebra is a preboolean algebra and is based on the notion
of restricted entailment, which is taken to be the order relation of the algebra. A restricted entailment is like ordinary
entailment except that model checking is restricted to a subset of semantic structures, called a restriction, rather than
all structures.
I have proposed elsewhere that a restricted entailment be taken as the deductive component for a reasoning agent. It
is therefore important that restricted entailment be computable. (Ordinary entailment is not computable.) Computabil-
ity of restricted entailment depends in part on the nature of the restriction. These matters are discussed in Section 6.
The approach that I use for knowledge representation and update is based on the AGM approach to belief con-
traction as expounded by Gärdenfors [7] and Gärdenfors and Rott [8]. I have developed a set of algebraic axioms
characterising belief contraction that are equivalent to the AGM ones. Nonmonotonic reasoning in the context of a
belief set is developed algebraically using belief contraction (see Section 5). Analogously to the situation for restricted
entailment, one can define a notion of restricted nonmonotonic entailment.
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contents of subsequent sections. Insights can be gained on two levels. First there is the perspective that comes from
giving a different (algebraic) description of a theory that is already defined and expounded in a well-accepted and
familiar way. The two descriptions can be viewed as complimentary and our knowledge is accordingly expanded and
enriched. Also an algebraic account gives a particular “big picture” view of the theory which may aid in systematically
solving a problem. The discussion of computability in Section 6 is an example: it is clear that one must examine the
algebraic partial order relation and operators in order to discuss computability. This is not to say that computability
cannot be discussed in the non-algebraic formulation, but the issues become particularly clear when the theory is
described algebraically. A second kind of insight can be obtained at a more detailed level from examining the algebraic
formulation of expressions. For instance when X is a set of sentences the algebraic expression for the nonmonotonic
closure CX given in Proposition 17 part (2) lends itself to a simplification, stated in Corollary 18. This simplification
can be calculated. Then the algebraic expressions can be translated into expressions involving set-theory without too
much difficulty. For the case where X is a single sentence ϕ, Corollary 18 can be stated as follows:
(1) If ¬ϕ /∈ K , then Cϕ = Cn(K ∪ ϕ).
(2) If ¬ϕ ∈ K , then Cϕ = CnMK,¬ϕ .
A similar advantage flows for the result of Proposition 19, which gives conditions for CX to equal the ordinary
closure CnX.
The next section, Section 2, deals with preliminary matters. It reviews the syntax we use for first-order languages
and defines the FOE extension of a first-order language. This is used to define separators which, in turn, are used to
define the operators in a preboolean algebra PSEN. (The algebra is preboolean because it is not quite boolean: two
elements of the algebra which are each less than the other with respect to the algebra’s partial order are equivalent
rather than being equal.) The algebra PSEN is used in our treatment of belief contraction and nonmonotonic entail-
ment. Restricted entailment is also defined in Section 2 and the complete lattice structure of the family of restricted
entailments described. Section 3 introduces the algebra PSEN and gives some of its properties. Sections 4 and 5 deal
with belief contraction and nonmonotonic entailment in the context of a belief set. Section 6 discusses computability.
Useful background for the material of Section 2 as well as detailed proofs can be found in [5]. Background and
detailed proofs for results in other sections can be found in [6].
2. Preliminaries
We work in a standard first-order language whose vocabulary consists of a countable number of constant symbols,
a countable number of function symbols of any finite arity and a countable number of relation symbols of any finite
arity. A structure, S , is a function having a domain of interpretation, dom(S), which is a set. It maps constants to
elements in dom(S), function symbols to functions defined on dom(S) and relation symbols to relations on dom(S).
The language also has a countable number of individual variables; the connectives ¬, ∨, ∧ and →; and the quantifiers
∀ and ∃. The terms of the language are defined in the usual way, as are the formulas. Given any formula, an individual
variable is free in that formula if there is an occurrence of it that is not in the scope of any quantifier in the formula.
A sentence is a formula with no free variables. Meaning is given to sentences by defining, in the usual way, the
satisfaction relation between structures and sentences. If the structure S satisfies the sentence ϕ, it is written thus:
S  ϕ. The set of models of a set of sentences X is denoted modX. A structure belongs to modX if and only if it
satisfies every sentence in X.
In order to avoid difficulties with set-theoretical foundations we work entirely in a universe of sets [3]; all collec-
tions of objects are sets and all set-theoretical constructions yield sets. To see how foundational difficulties can arise
suppose we are working in a set theory that allows classes which are not sets; see the appendix of Kelley [11], for
example. Consider the restricted entailment ∩[P ] of Theorem 2, part (2). (For restricted entailment see Definition 1.)
Suppose P = {I }, the singleton set whose only member is I , and suppose also that [I ] is not a set, then it can be shown
that ∩[P ] is the class of all sets, which is not a set. But by Definition 1 a restriction must be a subset (of STRUC, the
family of all structures). Hence to avoid this kind of difficulty we work within a universe of sets.
Given a language, the set of all structures defined on the vocabulary is denoted STRUC. The set of all subsets of
STRUC is denoted PSTRUC. The relation of elementary equivalence between structures is defined as follows [4]:
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Elementary equivalence is an equivalence relation on the set of structures.
The results of this paper are fundamentally based upon two ideas which need to be explained: one is the notion
of a separator and the other is restricted entailment. Separators are defined in the second subsection below and are
used in Section 3, Proposition 3 to form the operations of meet, join and inverse in the algebra PSEN. The essential
idea behind a separator is that it is an infinitely long sentence that can be built so that it is true on (is satisfied by) a
given set of structures. It does not matter how the given set of structures has been arrived at as long as set theoretical
operations on sets of structures have been used to present it. For example, in PSEN the meet of two sets of sentences
X and Y is denoted X ∧◦ Y and we want it to have the property that it is satisfied by the intersection of the structures
that satisfy X, modX, and those that satisfy Y , modY . So we define X ∧◦ Y to be that separator which is satisfied by
the set of structures modX ∩ modY . See Proposition 3 for details.
To be able to define separators we need to be able to talk about certain infinitely long sentences made up of first-
order sentences. To do this we define an extension of the first-order language F , called the FOE extension of F . These
languages are well-known; see [10, page 23].
2.1. FOE extension
Given a first-order language F , a language, L, is the FOE extension of F if it has the same individual variables,
constants, function symbols and relation symbols as F , and the following constitute the formulas of L:
• Any formula of F is a formula of L.
• (Conjunctive FOE formula) For any set X of formulas of F , ∧X is a formula of L.
• (Disjunctive FOE formula) For any set Y of conjunctive FOE formulas, ∨Y is a formula of L.
Note that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the structures of F and L because they have the same
vocabularies. Also, the semantics of conjunctive and disjunctive FOE formulas in L is a straightforward extrapolation
of the rules for first-order conjunction and disjunction.
2.2. Separators
Two sets of structures, A and B , are said to be elementarily disjoint if and only if no member of A is elementarily
equivalent to any member of B . The separator for elementarily disjoint sets of structures A and B is an infinitely long
sentence, denoted σA,B , with the property that for every S ∈ A, S  σA,B and for every S ∈ B , S  σA,B .
The construction of σA,B is as follows. First enumerate the sentences of F . Call this enumeration the standard
enumeration of F . Let A and B be elementarily disjoint. For each (S,S ′) ∈ A × B , let σS,S ′ be the first sentence
in the standard enumeration of F which satisfies S  σS,S ′ and S ′  σS,S ′ . Now define σA,B to be the following
sentence in the FOE extension of F : σA,B =∨S ′∈B(∧S∈A σS,S ′).
Note that given (S,S ′) ∈ A ×B , σS,S ′ is unique. So given A and B , σA,B is unique.
It is not difficult to check that the property mentioned above holds: for every S ∈ A, S  σA,B and for every S ∈ B ,
S  σA,B .
Two distinguished separators are given special denotations: σ∅,STRUC is denoted  and σSTRUC,∅ is denoted ⊥.
2.3. Restricted entailment
Let L be a language, then SENL denotes the set of sentences of L, and PSENL the set of subsets of SENL.
Definition 1. Let L be a language, let X and Y be members of PSENL and let R ⊆ STRUC.
(1) The set of models of X restricted to R, denoted modR(X), is modR(X) = {S ∈ R: S X}.
(2) X entails Y with restriction R iff modRX ⊆ modRY ; this is written as X R Y .
(3) CnR(X) = {ϕ ∈ SENL: modRX ⊆ modRϕ}. The operator CnR is called a restricted consequence or restricted
closure operator.
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Any restricted entailment R is a set of ordered pairs: (X,Y ) ∈ R if and only if X R Y . Let ENT denote the set
of restricted entailments, that is ENT = {R: R ⊆ STRUC}. The following observation is true. (ENT,⊆) is a partially
ordered set where the elements of ENT are partially ordered by set inclusion. In fact it is not hard to see that if
I ⊆ J ⊆ STRUC, then J ⊆ I . (The direction of inclusion is reversed in the conclusion.)
Lower and upper bounds of subsets of ENT can now be defined. Let E ⊆ ENT.
• An element H of ENT is a lower bound of E if H ⊆ I for each I ∈ E.
• An element G of ENT is the greatest lower bound of E ⊆ ENT if G is a lower bound of E and it is a superset
of, or equal to any other lower bound of E. The greatest lower bound of E, if it exists, is denoted
∧
E.
• The least upper bound of E is defined dually, and if it exists it is denoted ∨E.
The following theorem states that any set of restricted entailments has a greatest lower and a least upper bound and
shows how to calculate them. In the theorem P is a set of subsets of STRUC. The symbol [P ] in the second part of
the theorem means the following: [P ] = {[I ]: I ∈ P }, where [I ] is defined to be {S ∈ STRUC: ∃S ′ ∈ I & S ≡ S ′}.
Theorem 2. Let P ⊆ PSTRUC, then
(1) ∧I∈P I = ∪P .
(2) ∨I∈P I = ∩[P ].
In the light of the above theorem (ENT,⊆) is a complete lattice. A little thought shows that the lattice has a unit, ∅,
and a zero, STRUC. It can also be shown that ordinary entailment is the least upper bound of all restricted entailments
having finite restriction sets.
Preliminaries have now been covered enabling definition of the algebra PSEN in the next section. This algebra
provides the basis for the elaboration of belief contraction and nonmonotonic entailment in following sections.
3. The preboolean algebra PSENL
Here I define a preboolean algebra associated with an FOE language. The elements of the algebra are sets of
sentences and the lattice preorder of the algebra is restricted entailment. This prelattice is shown to be a complete
preboolean algebra. So it turns out that each FOE language has a complete preboolean algebra associated with it. For
the FOE language L the preboolean algebra is denoted PSENL. The superscript will generally be dropped from the
notation. In later sections PSEN is used to give an account of belief contraction and nonmonotonic entailment.
In what follows definitions of operators and relations are given in restricted form. Using separators, lattice opera-
tions as well as an inverse are defined for PSEN.
Restricted entailment is a reflexive and transitive relation. It also induces an equivalence relation. Let L be a
language and R ⊆ STRUC. The relation ∼R (see Definition 1) between members of PSEN is an equivalence relation.
For this reason restricted entailment is not antisymmetric but rather antisymmetric up to equivalence.
The relation R will be a lattice preorder on PSEN if every pair of elements of PSEN has a greatest lower bound
(or meet) and a least upper bound (or join) with respect to R . These bounds can be constructed using separators
associated with pairs of elements of PSEN. The important point about a separator is that it is defined with respect to
pairs of sets of structures which are assumed to be elementarily disjoint. So appropriate sets of structures are chosen to
be elementarily disjoint in Proposition 3 where the algebraic operations on PSEN are constructed. A property called
relative fullness is used which guarantees elementary disjointness of the sets of structures used.
Relative fullness is defined as follows. Let L be a language and let I ⊆ R ⊆ STRUC. Then I is full relative to
R if and only if given members S and S ′ of R, if S ∈ I and S is elementarily equivalent to S ′ then S ′ ∈ I . It is
straightforward to show that relative fullness is preserved under arbitrary intersections, arbitrary unions and the taking
of complements; and if X is a set of sentences then a restricted set of models of X is relatively full. Also, it is not
difficult to prove the following criterion for elementary disjointness: suppose A and B are full relative to R, and A
and B are disjoint, then A and B are elementarily disjoint.
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The results of these operations are specific sentences in L. The notion of a separator is used to make the definitions
in a uniform way. Recall that the separator of A and B is σA,B , where A and B are elementarily disjoint subsets
of STRUC. The results in the proposition are based on a restricted entailment R which is regarded as a preorder,
where R ⊆ STRUC. For the sake of precision, even though it leads to cluttered notation, all appropriate operators and
relations are subscripted by R. As an aid to understanding the operations defined below, note that the roles played by
∧◦ and ∨◦ are analogous to set theoretical union and intersection, and R is analogous to the superset relation. The
operations are meet and join in a lattice with a partial order relation.
Proposition 3. Let L be an FOE and R ⊆ STRUC, let Q be an infinite index set and let X, Y and Wq (q ∈ Q) be
members of PSEN.
(1) Let B = modR(X)∩modR(Y ) and A = R−B (the set-theoretic difference), then σA,B is a lower bound of X and
Y with respect to R greater than any other lower bound of X and Y . Denote σA,B by X ∧◦R Y .
(2) Let B = modR(X) ∪ modR(Y ) and A = R − B , then σA,B is an upper bound of X and Y with respect to R less
than any other upper bound of X and Y . Denote σA,B by X ∨◦R Y .
(3) Let B =⋂q∈Q modR(Wq) and A = R −B , then σA,B is a lower bound of Wq (q ∈ Q) with respect to R greater
than any other lower bound of Wq (q ∈ Q). Denote σA,B by ∧◦R{Wq : q ∈ Q}.
(4) Let B =⋃q∈Q modR(Wq) and A = R − B , then σA,B is an upper bound of Wq (q ∈ Q) with respect to R less
than any other upper bound of Wq (q ∈ Q). Denote σA,B by ∨◦R{Wq : q ∈ Q}.
(5) X R  and ⊥ R X.
(6) Let A = modR(X) and B = R − A, then σA,B is denoted −RX and the following hold.
(a) The sentence −RX satisfies −RX ∧◦R X ∼R ⊥ and is greater with respect to R than any set of sentences Z
satisfying Z ∧◦R X ∼R ⊥.
(b) The sentence −RX satisfies −RX ∨◦R X ∼R  and is less with respect to R than any set of sentences Z
satisfying Z ∨◦R X ∼R .
Proof. Straightforward. The first part of the proposition will be proved; the rest of the proof follows a similar pattern.
As was pointed out after the definition of relative fullness above, B = modR(X) ∩ modR(Y ) is full relative to R and
so is A = R− (modR(X)∩modR(Y )). Both A and B are therefore elementarily disjoint sets of structures and so σA,B
is the separator of A and B . Now σA,B is a lower bound of X and Y (with respect to R) because modR(σA,B) = B =
modR(X)∩ modR(Y ). Let Z be another lower bound of X and Y ; we must show Z R σA,B . But this follows because
modR(Z) ⊆ modR(X)∩ modR(Y ) = B = modR(σA,B).
It is not difficult to show that PSEN is a complete, distributive prelattice.
Theorem 4. (PSEN,R,−R,∧◦R,∨◦R) is a distributive prelattice with order R and operators −R, ∧◦R and ∨◦R which
are unique up to equivalence, ∼R . PSEN also has infinitary meet and join operators ∧◦R and ∨◦R which are unique
up to equivalence.
Corollary 5. (PSEN,R,−R,∧◦R,∨◦R,
∧◦
R,
∨◦
R) is a complete preboolean algebra with preorder R and distin-
guished elements and operators which are unique up to equivalence, ∼R , as follows. Zero: ⊥; unit: ; inverse: −R ;
binary meet: ∧◦R ; binary join: ∨◦R ; infinitary meet:
∧◦
R ; and infinitary join:
∨◦
R .
De Morgan’s laws hold for PSEN and the following restricted generalisations of well-known results are true.
X R Y iff X ∨◦R Y ∼R Y.
X R Y iff X ∧◦R Y ∼R X.
X R Y iff X ∧◦R −RY ∼R ⊥.
X R Y iff −RY R −RX.
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We will not give a detailed summary of belief revision here. Instead we highlight some basic aspects of belief
revision and describe our algebraic treatment of it. We have adopted the AGM approach to belief revision as expounded
by Gärdenfors [7] and Gärdenfors and Rott [8].
We suppose a reasoning agent possesses a set of beliefs which it is capable of modifying as time progresses.
Following the lead of AGM, we identify the agent’s set of beliefs with a belief set which is a set of sentences closed
under consequence. According to AGM there are three kinds of operation which can be applied to the belief set to
modify it in a rational way: expansion, revision and contraction.
It turns out that revision can be recovered from contraction via the Levi identity (see [7]) and so we work only with
contraction here. Contraction can be described as follows. Given a belief set K and a sentence ϕ, we contract K by ϕ
when we remove from K , in a rational way, anything that entails ϕ. A method of contraction is rational if it satisfies
the AGM postulates for contraction (see below).
In this paper we refer to AGM contraction as expounded in [7] as classical AGM contraction. Even though Gär-
denfors uses a propositional language in [7], we use the term “classical” also when the language is first-order. So
all operations in classical AGM contraction are performed in the context of a first-order language. The postulates for
classical AGM contraction are given in Definition 8, part (3). In contrast, (non-classical) AGM contraction is defined
in Definition 8, part (2). It generalises classical AGM contraction in that it contracts by a set of sentences, rather than
by a single sentence. Others have defined contraction by sets of sentences in the classical setting, for example Hans-
son [9]. It is called multiple contraction. Peppas [13] discusses multiple revision in the classical setting by imposing
conditions on systems of spheres. Williams [15] discusses iterated revision by considering orderings on systems of
spheres and epistemic entrenchments, and also discusses implementation issues in finite cases.
The approach we use to contraction, in contrast to the classical AGM approach, involves an FOE L and the pre-
boolean algebra PSEN. Our contraction construction is based upon an algebraic expression involving a rejector. The
basic property of a rejector for a belief set K and a sentence ϕ is that it entails ¬ϕ. There are many choices for rejec-
tors; they are sets of sentences required to satisfy axioms BA-1 to BA-6 of Definition 7 below. Denoting the rejector
for K and ϕ above by M , it is required to satisfy M  ¬ϕ. So one choice for M could be the singleton set {¬ϕ}.
Having a rejector, the contraction of K by ϕ is defined as Cn(K ∨◦ M). See Definition 7, part (2). In terms of sets this
corresponds to Cn(K ∩ CnM), which is intuitively reasonable. The definition of a rejector is actually made in terms
of a rejection function. The name, rejection function, comes from Britz [2].
Aside from the general benefits, mentioned in Section 1, that flow from an algebraic formulation there are others
worth mentioning. As we have said above our definitions allow for contraction by a set of sentences. This is because
the expressions for contraction are couched in the algebra PSEN, and the elements of the algebra are sets of sentences.
So in this way contraction by a set of sentences is built in to the algebraic approach. Another notion is also built in to
the algebraic approach: that of belief bases. The set of sentences H is a belief base for K if K = CnH . But PSEN has
the property that H ∼ CnH in PSEN, where for any sets of sentences X and Y , X ∼ Y if and only if X  Y and Y X.
So working with a belief base is equivalent to working with its closure and contracting a belief base is equivalent to
contracting its closure.
For ease of reference we call our algebraic definitions of contraction algebraic contraction. We show that algebraic
contraction and AGM contraction are interdefinable and that classical AGM contraction can be retrieved from alge-
braic contraction. As we have said at the end of Section 1, detailed proofs of all results in this section can be found in
the technical report [6, Section 6].
From now on the following convention will be adopted.
Convention 6 (Restriction convention). A phrase such as “. . . let operations and relations be restricted to R . . . ” will
mean that any operation or relation of the algebra PSEN will be understood to be restricted to R ⊆ STRUC.
So under the convention, for example,  without a subscript should be read as R ; the subscript is understood to
be there by convention.
The argument in this chapter is made easier by couching the algebraic definitions of rejection and contraction in
terms of partial functions, that is functions which may not be defined for some elements in their domains.
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MK,X is defined” because M is assumed to be a partial function.
Definition 7. Let L be the FOE of F , let operations and relations be restricted to R (see Convention 6 above) and let
X and Y be members of PSEN.
(1) A partial function M : PSEN × PSEN → PSEN, where the value of M at (K,X) is denoted MK,X , is a rejection
function if it satisfies BA-1 to BA-6 below.
BA-1 If X ∼  or K X, then MK,X ∼ ⊥; provided MK,X is defined.
BA-2 If MK,X ∼ ⊥, then X ∼  or K X; provided MK,X is defined.
BA-3 MK,X −X; provided MK,X is defined.
BA-4 If X ∼ Y , then MK,X ∼ MK,Y ; provided that if one of MK,X or MK,Y is defined then so is the other.
BA-5 MK,∧◦{Xq : q∈Q} 
∨◦{MK,Xq : q ∈ Q}, where Q is an index set and for each q ∈ Q, Xq ∈ PSEN; pro-
vided MK,∧◦{Xq : q∈Q} and MK,Xq for q ∈ Q are all defined.
BA-6 If MK,∧◦{Xq : q∈Q}  Xn, then MK,Xn MK,∧◦{Xq : q∈Q}, where Q is an index set, n ∈ Q and for each
q ∈ Q, Xq ∈ PSEN; provided MK,∧◦{Xq : q∈Q} and MK,Xq for q ∈ Q are all defined.
(2) Let M be a rejection function, K ∈ PSEN and X ∈ PSEN. The partial function con(L,−,M,−) : PSEN ×
PSEN → PSEN, is defined by con(L,−,M,−) : (K,X) → CnL(K ∨◦ MK,X). The value of con(L,−,M,−)
at (K,X) is denoted con(L,K,M,X) and is called the algebraic contraction of K by X under M . It is assumed
that con(L,K,M,X) is defined if and only if MK,X is defined. If there is no danger of confusion, for example
when L, K and M have been declared and are kept fixed, then con(L,K,M,X) will be written as con(X).
(3) If K , X and MK,X are all members of PSENF , then con(L,K,M,X)∩ SENF is denoted con(F,K,M,X).
The above definition of a rejection function is not vacuous. In fact, as can be easily checked, for any X ∈ PSEN
there is a canonical definition of MK,X , namely −X.
Gärdenfors [7] defines contraction in terms of an unrestricted belief set and a sentence: the sentence (and anything
entailing it) is removed from the belief set. (Recall that an unrestricted belief set X is one which satisfies CnX = X; the
restriction R = STRUC.) He gives eight postulates that a belief set should satisfy to be a contraction. The postulates
are given below for contraction of a belief set by a set of sentences X satisfying a restricted closure: CnRX = X. When
X is a singleton set, that is it consists of a single sentence, and there is no restriction (R = STRUC) then the postulates
revert to those given by Gärdenfors. The notation used in Definition 8 parts (1) and (2) is based on Gärdenfors [7].
Definition 8.
(1) Let K be a belief set in a language L and let operations and relations be restricted to R. In the style of notation
used in Gärdenfors [7], the expansion of K by X, denoted K+X , is defined to be K+X = CnL(K ∧◦ X).
(2) Let K be a belief set in a language L and let operations and relations be restricted to R. A partial function
K− : PSEN → PSEN, where the value of K− at X is denoted K−X , is called an AGM contraction function if it
satisfies the following.
K-1 K−X is a belief set; provided K
−
X is defined.
K-2 K−X ⊆ K ; provided K−X is defined.
K-3 If X K , then K−X = K ; provided K−X is defined.
K-4 If X , then X K−X ; provided K−X is defined.
K-5 If X ⊆ K , then K ⊆ (K−X )+X ; provided K−X is defined.
K-6 If X ∼ Y , then K−X = K−Y ; provided that if one of K−X or K−Y is defined then so is the other.
K-7
⋂
q∈Q K
−
Xq
⊆ K−∧◦{Xq : q∈Q}, where Q is an index set and for each q ∈ Q, Xq ∈ PSEN; provided K
−
Xq
for q ∈ Q and K−∧◦ are all defined.{Xq : q∈Q}
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−∧◦{Xq : q∈Q} ⊆ K
−
Xn
, where Q is an index set, n ∈ Q and for each q ∈ Q,
Xq ∈ PSEN; provided K−Xq for q ∈ Q and K−∧◦{Xq : q∈Q} are all defined.
(3) An AGM contraction function K− is said to be classical if the language is first-order, there is no restriction on
operations and relations (R = STRUC), the function K− is a total function on its domain, the sets X and Y are
singletons, {ϕ} and {ψ} say, and K-7 and K-8 are replaced by K-7′ and K-8′:
K-7′ K−ϕ ∩ K−ψ ⊆ K−ϕ∧ψ .
K-8′ If ϕ /∈ K−ϕ∧ψ , then K−ϕ∧ψ ⊆ K−ϕ .
Note that notation is simplified by writing K−ϕ , for example, instead of K−{ϕ}. The postulates just given for a
classical AGM contraction are the same as those in [7].
The following can be shown for expansion, which was defined in part (1) of Definition 8 above: K+X = CnL(K∪X).
Algebraic contraction and AGM contraction are interdefinable.
Theorem 9. Let L be an FOE, let K be a belief set in L, let operations and relations be restricted to R, and let X be
a member of PSEN. The following are true.
(1) Let M be a rejection function. The function con = con(L,K,M,−) is an AGM contraction function in L which
satisfies
MK,X ∼L
(
con(L,K,M,X)∧◦ −K).
(2) Any AGM contraction function K− in L gives rise to a rejection function M in L defined by MK,X = K−X ∧◦ −K
and satisfying con(L,K,M,X) = K−X .
Theorem 9 says that algebraic and AGM contraction are interdefinable in the language L, which is an extension
of a first-order language. In fact, there is an analogue of the above theorem which holds at the first-order level. That
is, when algebraic contraction is restricted to first-order sentences (see Definition 7, part (3)) giving an algebraic
contraction at first-order level:
con(L,K,M,X)∩ SENF = con(F,K,M,X).
This is important because it shows that the algebraic theory is powerful enough to retrieve the classical first-order
AGM theory.
In the next section we use the algebraic techniques we have developed to give an account of nonmonotonic entail-
ment.
5. Nonmonotonic entailment
In this section we describe a certain well-known connection between belief revision and nonmonotonic entailment,
which we call classical nonmonotonic entailment. Then we show that our algebraic approach can be used to describe
classical nonmonotonic entailment. We mention that Shoham [14] defines nonmonotonic entailment in terms of entail-
ment involving preferred models for given pairs of sentences. This turns out to be different from restricted entailment:
it can be shown that restricted entailment is monotonic, whereas Shoham’s preferential entailment is nonmonotonic.
The connection mentioned above is made by identifying a classical nonmonotonic entailment depending on a
fixed background belief set, K , with an expression involving a certain contraction of K . This allows nonmonotonic
entailment to be given an algebraic expression involving ordinary entailment.
There is a nonmonotonic consequence operator, C, corresponding to nonmonotonic entailment. We characterise it
and give necessary and sufficient conditions for the equality CX = CnX to hold, where X is a set of sentences. We also
mention that C satisfies some properties mentioned in [12]: inclusion, supraclassicality and distribution. Idempotence
and cumulativity are not automatically satisfied by C but are equivalent to certain conditions on rejection functions.
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depending on K is denoted ϕ |∼Kψ . A revision of K by ϕ is denoted Kϕ . According to the approach used here (see
[8]) the nonmonotonic entailment ϕ |∼Kψ is identified with the expression ψ ∈ Kϕ . However the revision Kϕ can
be translated into an expression involving a contraction followed by an expansion by using the Levi identity (see [7]):
Kϕ = (K−¬ϕ)+ϕ . So ϕ |∼Kψ is identified with ψ ∈ (K−¬ϕ)+ϕ .
Now, because (K−¬ϕ)+ϕ is a belief set (that is it is closed under consequence), ψ ∈ (K−¬ϕ)+ϕ if and only if
(K−¬ϕ)+ϕ ψ . This can be converted into an expression in the preboolean algebra PSEN to give the following results
which translate a nonmonotonic entailment into an ordinary entailment. The intuition behind the algebraic expression
on the left of the third part of Proposition 10 is as follows: first take the union of K and ϕ and then intersect with the
sentences of the rejection function MK,−ϕ . So ∧◦ should be taken to be like set union, ∨◦ like set intersection and 
like the superset relation.
Proposition 10. Suppose the classical AGM contraction K− : SENF → PSENF is given and, according to Theorem 9,
let MK,− : SENF → PSEN be the induced rejection function, then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) ϕ |∼Kψ .
(2) K−¬ϕ ∧◦ ϕ ψ .
(3) (K ∧◦ ϕ)∨◦ MK,−ϕ ψ .
Corollary 11.
(1) If K ¬ϕ, then ϕ |∼Kψ iff K ∧◦ ϕ ψ .
(2) If K ¬ϕ, then ϕ |∼Kψ iff MK,−ϕ ψ .
We now extend the definition of |∼K to hold between sets of sentences in an FOE, L. The role played above by a
sentence, ϕ, is now taken by a set of sentences, X, and also because of the fact that ¬ϕ ∼ −ϕ in PSENF , the analogy
is extended and −X is substituted for ¬ϕ.
Definition 12. Let L be an FOE, let X and Y be elements of PSEN and let K− : PSEN → PSEN be any AGM
contraction, then X |∼KY iff (K−−X ∧◦ X)  Y . If there is no danger of confusion the superscript K in |∼K will be
dropped thus: X |∼Y .
The following results are analogous to Proposition 10 and Corollary 11. (The equivalence of the first two statements
in Proposition 13 is really a restatement of Definition 12.)
Proposition 13. Let L be an FOE and let operations and relations be restricted to R. Suppose the AGM contraction
K− : PSEN → PSEN is given and, according to Theorem 9, let MK,− : PSEN → PSEN be the induced rejection
function, then the following statements are equivalent.
(1) X |∼KY .
(2) K−−X ∧◦ X  Y .
(3) (K ∧◦ X)∨◦ MK,−X  Y .
Corollary 14.
(1) If K −X, then X |∼KY iff K ∧◦ X  Y .
(2) If K −X, then X |∼KY iff MK,−X  Y .
According to what we have said in Section 1, we identify an agent’s deductive process with a restricted entailment.
We do the same with an agent’s nonmonotonic deductive process and define restricted nonmonotonic entailment.
In view of the equivalence of parts (1) and (3) of Proposition 13, restricted nonmonotonic entailment is defined as
follows.
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and let MK,− : PSEN → PSEN be a rejection function which is total on its domain. The nonmonotonic entailment
restricted to R is defined by X |∼KR Y iff (K ∧◦R X)∨◦R MK,−RX R Y .
There is no loss of generality in making the definition in terms of a rejection function because if an AGM contrac-
tion function K− is given then setting MK,− = K− ∧◦ −K defines a rejection function for which K ∨◦ MK,− ∼ K−
(this follows from Theorem 9).
For the rest of this chapter Convention 6 is adopted so that restriction of operations and relations will be understood
implicitly.
To justify calling X |∼KY a nonmonotonic entailment it should satisfy some properties of nonmonotonic entail-
ments. Propositions 20, 21 and 22 examine this. The definitions come from Makinson [12], where they are made in
terms of the consequence operator, denoted C, corresponding to the nonmonotonic entailment |∼K . The operator C is
defined next.
Definition 16. Let L be an FOE, let operations and relations be restricted to R, let ϕ ∈ SENL, X ∈ PSEN and
MK,− : PSEN → PSEN be a rejection function which is a total function, then CX = {ϕ ∈ SENL: X |∼Kϕ}.
Using the definition of |∼K the following observations can be made about the structure of the nonmonotonic
consequence operator C. It is interesting to note that the first two parts of the proposition below express C in terms
of Cn.
Proposition 17. Let L be an FOE, let operations and relations be restricted to R and let X and Y be members of
PSEN. The following are true.
(1) CX = Cn(K−−X ∧◦ X).
(2) CX = Cn((K ∧◦ X)∨◦ MK,−X).
(3) X |∼KY iff Y ⊆ CX.
The following simplifies the definition of C.
Corollary 18. Under the same assumptions as above, the following are true.
(1) If K −X, then CX ∼ K ∧◦ X.
(2) If K −X, then CX ∼ MK,−X .
We can now ask the question, “When does CX = CnX?”. A partial answer is, “When MK,−X ∼ X”. That is, when
MK,−X is the canonical rejection function, X (see the sentence following Definition 7). Necessary and sufficient
conditions for CX = CnX to hold are given in the next proposition.
Proposition 19. Let L be an FOE, let operations and relations be restricted to R, let X be a member of PSEN and let
C be induced by |∼K . The following are true.
(1) If MK,−X ∼ X or X K , then CX = CnX.
(2) If CX = CnX, then{
MK,−X ∼ X if K −X,
X K if K −X.
The next few propositions have to do with some important properties of the nonmonotonic consequence operator C.
They are described in Makinson [12]. Proposition 20 states that C satisfies inclusion, supraclassicality and distribution.
It turns out that idempotence and cumulativity of C are not automatic but depend on properties of the inducing rejection
function. Proposition 21 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for C to satisfy idempotence and Proposition 22
does the same for cumulativity.
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induced by |∼K and let X and Y be members of PSEN, where L is an FOE, then C satisfies the following.
Inclusion: X ⊆ CX.
Supraclassicality: CnX ⊆ CX.
Distribution: CX ∩ CY ⊆ C(CnX ∩ CnY).
The next proposition examines idempotence of C in terms of conditions placed on the rejection function which
induces C. More work needs to be done to understand, in general, when conditions like that of Proposition 21 part (2)
will hold.
Proposition 21. Let L be an FOE, let operations and relations be restricted to R, let C be the nonmonotonic conse-
quence induced by |∼K , and let X ∈ PSEN. The following are equivalent.
(1) C is idempotent: CX = CCX.
(2) If K −X, then MK,−X MK,−CX .
The next proposition examines the cumulativity of C in terms of conditions placed on the rejection function which
induces C.
Proposition 22. Let L be an FOE, let operations and relations be restricted to R, and let C be the nonmonotonic
consequence induced by |∼K . Let X and Y be members of PSEN. The following are equivalent.
(1) C is cumulative: X ⊆ Y ⊆ CX implies CX = CY .
(2) If X ⊆ Y ⊆ CX and K −X, then MK,−X MK,−Y .
We round off this section by noting that on setting Y = CX in Proposition 22, idempotency of C follows from
cumulativity of C. Also a detailed examination of the cases in the actual proofs of the propositions allows us to state
the following corollary to Propositions 21 and 22 above, which does not have the condition K −X in its statement.
Corollary 23.
(1) C is idempotent iff MK,−X ∼ MK,−CX .
(2) C is cumulative iff the following holds: X ⊆ Y ⊆ CX implies MK,−X ∼ MK,−Y .
6. Computability
In this section some aspects of the computability of contraction and nonmonotonic entailment are discussed by
examining the computability of their constituents, the algebraic expressions and entailment relation of the preboolean
algebra PSEN. We use the approach to decidability, computability and enumerability described by Ebbinghaus, Flum
and Thomas [4, Chapter X].
In order to begin discussion of computability in PSEN one has to start with something that is computable and
so assumptions about basic computability properties of structures and assignments of variables are made explicit in
Properties 24. An important assumption we have made for this section is that all structures have finite domains. With
these basic assumptions we show that it is decidable whether a given structure entails a given first-order sentence.
The fact that operations and relations are capable of being restricted to a finite set of structures with finite domains
is exploited to allow computability results to be proved. The expressions X ∧◦R Y , X ∨◦R Y and −RX are computable,
where R is a finite set of structures with finite domains and X and Y are finite sets of sentences; the restriction of the
relation R to pairs of finite sets of sentences is decidable; and finally contraction is computable and nonmonotonic
entailment is decidable, subject to the computability assumptions made about structures.
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some basic “raw materials” are computable: structures are assumed to be computable and only structures with finite
domains are considered. In this section the following properties relating to the computability of structures are assumed.
Properties 24.
• All structures have finite domains.
• All structures are computable. This means that all the parts making up the structure are computable: its mapping
of
– constants to domain members,
– function symbols to functions defined on its domain,
– relation symbols to relations over its domain.
• Any assignment of variables is computable.
• If S is a structure and f a function symbol of arity n, then the domain of f S is (domS)n and the values of f S
are computable over its domain.
• If S is a structure and p is a relation symbol of arity n, then pS is a relation on (domS)n and the relation pS is
decidable over (domS)n.
With these assumptions the next proposition states that the value of any term under a given interpretation is com-
putable and the satisfaction of any first-order formula by a given interpretation is decidable. Therefore it is decidable
whether a structure satisfies a first-order sentence.
Proposition 25. Let S be a structure with finite domain dom(S) and let u be an assignment of variables.
(1) The value of any term t under the interpretation (S, u) is computable.
(2) Let ϕ be a first-order formula. It is decidable whether or not (S, u)  ϕ.
As a corollary, satisfaction of a specific sentence by a specific structure is decidable.
Corollary 26. Let S be a structure with finite domain and let ϕ be a first-order sentence. It is decidable whether or
not S  ϕ.
The next definition is convenient because it allows the following results to be stated more succinctly than without it.
Definition 27.
(1) FPSTRUCFIN is the family of all finite sets of structures with finite domains.
(2) FPSENFO is the family of all finite sets of first-order sentences.
(3) If R ∈ FPSTRUCFIN, the restriction of the relation R to FPSENFO × FPSENFO is denoted RFO.
Subject to the standard assumptions of this section, that the Properties 24 hold, the restricted set of models of a
finite set of sentences is computable.
Proposition 28. Let R ∈ FPSTRUCFIN and let X ∈ FPSENFO, then modRX is finite and computable.
The next result is a crucial step in the argument showing that the boolean operators are computable.
Proposition 29. Let A and B be elementarily disjoint members of FPSTRUCFIN, then the separator of A and B , σA,B ,
is computable.
The next two results show that the boolean operators are computable, subject to the usual assumptions for this
section.
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are computable.
Corollary 31. For R ∈ FPSTRUCFIN and X,Y ∈ FPSENFO, X ∧◦R Y , X ∨◦R Y and −RX are computable.
The next proposition states that restricted entailment between finite sets of sentences is decidable. This result
together with the earlier ones allow one to conclude in Corollary 34 that contraction is computable and nonmonotonic
entailment is decidable.
Proposition 32. For R ∈ FPSTRUCFIN, the relation RFO is decidable.
The next proposition shows that when structures and sentences belong to FPSTRUCFIN and FPSENFO respectively,
contraction and nonmonotonic entailment are computable. We recall that the canonical construction of MK,X men-
tioned in the paragraph following Definition 7 ensures that MK,X is computable for X ∈ FPSENFO or for computable
modRX, when −X is taken to be MK,X . Alternatively if MK,X ∈ FPSENFO then it is also computable. So the as-
sumptions concerning M in the next proposition are feasible. The proof of Proposition 33 follows from Propositions
30 and 32.
Proposition 33. For R ∈ FPSTRUCFIN, W,X,Y ∈ FPSENFO, and modR(MCnLR W,X) and modR(MCnLR W,−RX) com-
putable, we have
(1) W ∨◦R MCnLR W,X is computable.(2) (W ∧◦R X)∨◦R MCnLR W,−RX is computable.(3) (W ∧◦R X)∨◦R MCnLR W,−RX RFO Y is decidable.
Finally we have the following corollary.
Corollary 34. For R ∈ FPSTRUCFIN, W,X,Y ∈ FPSENFO, and modR(MCnLR W,X) and modR(MCnLR W,−RX) com-
putable, we have
(1) con(L,CnLRW,M,X) is computable.
(2) X |∼CnLR WY is decidable.
7. Conclusion
An important feature of the approach adopted here is the fact that difficult formalisms involved in belief contraction
and nonmonotonic entailment are made amenable to algebraic examination and analysis. We have shown that the
algebraic methods are powerful enough to retrieve classical AGM belief contraction and that, in fact, algebraic and
AGM belief contraction are mutually interdefinable. We have also shown that an algebraic account can be given of
nonmonotonic entailment in the context of a belief set. The algebraic analysis is sharp enough, for example, to give
necessary and sufficient conditions for nonmonotonic consequence to be equal to ordinary consequence. That is for
C = Cn.
We have shown in Section 6 that restricted entailment and the operations that constitute the algebraic account of
belief revision and nonmonotonic entailment are computable under certain conditions. This is important if restricted
entailment is to be taken as the reasoning mechanism of an agent.
Work needs to be done on a software implementation of PSEN as an algebraic system. This would depend on
the “computational pragmatics” of separator sentences (Section 2) and rejection functions (Section 4). Having PSEN
implemented in software would be very convenient for practical belief revision and agent systems. It would also have
application in other areas such as the modelling and simulation of cognitive processes.
Taking the “language of thought” to be first-order logic some examples of the operation of cognitive processes
could be modelled using PSEN. Contraction as specified in PSEN could be used to model inhibitory connections
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modelling and simulating such processes.
Yet another interesting avenue of research is to examine how the algebraic methods developed here would work
for Bochman’s foundational theory of belief and belief change [1], which is different from the AGM theory, but can
subsume it under certain conditions.
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